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EDITORIAL COMMENT

Expanding CT Application to
Myocardial Tissue Characterization*
Igor Klem, MDa,b

C

omputed tomography (CT) has evolved into

the myocardium and blood pool, they determined the

a powerful diagnostic tool, and since the

extracellular volume (ECV) fraction before and during

advent of 64-detector row scanners, it has

doxorubicin treatment. They report a pre-treatment

been demonstrated as a promising noninvasive

ECV fraction of 28.5%, which increased after 6 weeks

method for coronary artery stenosis imaging (1).

of doxorubicin treatment by 6.8 percentage points to

Although the basic physical principle of CT is unidi-

35.3%, after 12 weeks by an additional 6.6 percentage

mensional, a function of x-ray attenuation detected

points to 41.9%, and after 16 weeks remained un-

from multiple orientations around the imaged object,

changed at 42.1%. Notably, doxorubicin has been dis-

exciting new technical developments have opened

cussed to induce apoptotic and necrotic cell death

the avenue for novel research applications such as

through multiple mechanisms, mostly leading to

myocardial infarct imaging with late post-contrast

oxidative stress by generation of several reactive

CT (2), assessment of cardiac function and volume

oxidation species and disruption of the cardiac sarco-

changes (3), and even hemodynamic assessment of

mere structure, with some reparative but mostly

coronary stenosis signiﬁcance with CT-derived frac-

reactive ﬁbrosis, with increased deposition of collagen

tional ﬂow reserve using computational ﬂuid dy-

and extracellular matrix in the interstitium (8,9). Thus,

namic principles (4). One such technical advance is

the ECV fraction is only in part composed of collagen

dual-energy CT, which uses the photoelectric effect

ﬁbers in the extracellular space, which were quantiﬁed

of CT to exploit the energy-dependent attenuation

by Hong et al. (7) on histologic examination to repre-

of tissues when exposed to 2 different photon energy

sent the reference standard for comparison to CT ECV

levels. This technique allows the characterization of

measurements. Not surprisingly, therefore, the base-

tissues on the basis of attenuation proﬁles of 3 known

line collagen volume fraction was smaller than the CT

materials, such as iodine (in CT contrast), soft tissue,

ECV fraction at 3.3%, but tracked the ECV fraction

and fat at 2 levels of energy (e.g., 100 kV and 140 kV)

changes over time and increased after 6 weeks of

(5). One recently introduced cardiac application uses

doxorubicin treatment by 9.4 percentage points to

the ability of dual-energy CT to map regional myocar-

12.4%, after 12 weeks by an additional 7.4 percentage

dial iodine distribution as a quantitative marker of

points to 20.1%, and increased further after 16 weeks

blood volume, which is a surrogate for myocardial

by 9.2% percentage points to 29.3%, resulting in an

perfusion and can be used to detect ischemia (6).

excellent correlation between histological character-

SEE PAGE 836

istics and CT measurements (r ¼ 0.925).
The CT ECV fraction measurements were also

In this issue of iJACC, Hong et al. (7) report on the

compared with myocardial ECV fraction assessed

novel use of dual-energy CT to characterize myocardial

with cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) T1 mapping.

tissue changes in an animal model of doxorubicin-

In the past few years, this technique has received

induced cardiotoxicity. Based on the iodine maps of

considerable attention in the CMR imaging ﬁeld, and
CMR ECV measurements were shown in pathological
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ischemic and dilated cardiomyopathy (10). Notably,
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collagen volume fraction by histological examination.
Hong et al. (7) report a CMR ECV of 28.8% at baseline,
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which increased after 6 weeks of doxorubicin treat-

sensitive enough for the prediction of future re-

ment by 3.8 percentage points to 32.6%, after 12

ductions in LVEF or clinical symptoms before these

weeks by an additional 3.2 percentage points to

changes occur. Furthermore, the relative merit of

35.8%, and after 16 weeks increased further by 5.5

ECV measurements (with CT or CMR) for this pur-

percentage points to 41.3%. Overall, both CT ECV

pose versus other emerging imaging tests such as

fraction and CMR ECV fraction tracked the changes

myocardial strain imaging with echocardiography or

seen on histological collagen volume fraction. Of in-

CMR will need to be established (14).

terest though, unlike CMR and on histologic exami-

Nonetheless, the addition of ECV measurements

nation, the CT ECV fraction did not further increase

to LVEF assessment may be helpful to detect

from 12 to 16 weeks.

myocardial tissue damage outside the diagnostic

Similar to CT, equilibrium CMR ECV fraction

window provided by troponin measurements. The

quantiﬁcation requires image acquisitions before and

value of this additional computed tomographic im-

after contrast administration to determine its con-

aging study and possible integration into current

centration in the myocardium and blood pool. At

imaging schedules in oncologic patients has yet to be

contrast-agent equilibrium, the contrast concentra-

determined. ECV measurements could possibly be

tion is equal in both compartments, and because the

performed in conjunction with studies performed for

volume of distribution (or ECV) in blood is known

cancer staging or in the future possibly with LVEF

from the hematocrit, myocardial ECV can be calcu-

surveillance

lated. Whereas in CT, the Hounsﬁeld units are the

performed.

measured input, in CMR the T1-relaxation times are
determined

using

a

speciﬁc

T1-weighted

pulse

sequence (11).

with

CT,

which

is

currently

not

From a practical perspective, ECV measurements
require intravenous access, contrast administration,
and

hematocrit

determinations,

which

are

not

What is the potential role of measuring the ECV

routinely required in serial LVEF surveillance imag-

fraction in improving the current clinical practice of

ing with echocardiography and CMR. However,

cardiotoxicity surveillance? With increasing numbers

intravenous administration of radiolabeled erythro-

of cancer survivors with modern chemotherapy reg-

cytes is necessary if LVEF is measured with multi-

imens, a pivotal aim of the “cardio-oncology” ﬁeld is

gated acquisition scans, which is currently used in

to reduce

heart failure

up to 50% of patients according to a recent report on

morbidity and mortality associated with treatments

more than 2,000 patients with breast cancer under-

the

increasing risk of

including potentially cardiotoxic agents. Even in

going chemotherapy in the United States (15). An

more recent recommendations of the societies of

alternative approach obviating the requirement of

oncology and cardiac imaging, serial measurements

intravenous access and contrast administration is

of left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) with

the assessment of native tissue characteristics. Hong

echocardiography and multigated acquisition scans

et al. (7) did measure pre-contrast T1 times, which

remains

parameter

increased after initiation of anthracycline from 1,068

during anthracycline treatments, with the addition

ms to 1,110 ms at 6 weeks. Unfortunately, previous

of troponin measurements to detect acute myocar-

studies have found no correlation of native T1 with

dial injury (12,13). Both the recognition of a reduc-

histological collagen volume fraction in humans,

tion in LVEF, which is typically required to be >10%

thus

to 15% or drop to below <50%, and a troponin rise

approach (10). The CT-Hounsﬁeld unit measure-

represent already clinically manifested effects of

ments showed an increase from 58.0 to 68.4,

anthracycline cardiotoxicity. A novel marker that has

although not before 12 weeks; at 6 weeks there was

the

cornerstone

surveillance

limiting

the

expectations

for

this

simple

the potential to detect cardiotoxicity at an earlier

no signiﬁcant change in computed tomographic

stage, before overt dysfunction or heart failure

signal. Moreover, these were post-contrast data, and

symptoms occur, would hence have great impor-

it remains unclear if a dual-energy assessment of

tance. In that respect, the ﬁndings of Hong et al. (7)

native tissue composition can potentially provide

from

useful information.

ECV

measurements

during

anthracycline

treatment (both with CT and CMR) demonstrate that

In summary, Hong et al. (7) present a novel tech-

an increase in ECV fraction occurs simultaneously

nique for tissue characterization with dual-energy CT,

with substantial clinical changes consisting of a drop

which is an exciting development expanding further

in LVEF of >10% already after 6 weeks of treatment

the facets of cardiac CT. The future of this technique

to a mean LVEF of 32% at the end of 12 weeks.

in cardio-oncology will vastly depend on its ability to

Future studies will be needed to demonstrate that

detect myocardial injury from potentially cardiotoxic

sizeable ECV changes can be detected and are

agents early before clinically manifested changes
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have occurred, how it will compare to other emerging
tests (e.g., strain imaging, CMR T1 mapping) for that
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